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ABSTRACT: Single-crystalline Tm3+-doped calcium fluoride (Tm3+:CaF2) films 
were grown onto (100) oriented undoped bulk CaF2 substrates by Liquid Phase 
Epitaxy method using LiF as a solvent. The growth was performed at the 
temperatures of 853–865 °C. Crack-free transparent films with a high doping 
concentration of ~6 at.% and a thickness up to ~100 μm were obtained. The film 
structure and morphology were characterized by confocal microscopy, X-ray 
diffraction and scanning electron microscopy. High resolution X-ray diffraction 
and reciprocal space mapping confirmed the high crystallinity and the low 
mosaicity of the films. Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy revealed a uniform 
distribution of Tm3+ ions in the films. The Tm3+:CaF2 films exhibit a broadband 
emission at ~2 μm and are of interest for waveguide lasers. The use of CaF2-LiF 
binary system is also promising for fabrication of other rare-earth-doped CaF2 
layers. 
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1. Introduction 

Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) is a well-known method to produce single-crystalline thin 
films of high optical quality [1,2]. It is a flux method, where a solvent is used to decrease the 
growth temperature of the solute. The first LPE results about materials for optical 
applications were reported for cubic garnets [3]. Since then, LPE has been applied to a 
variety of crystal hosts with different symmetries, e.g., cubic Y3Al5O12 [4], tetragonal LiYF4 
[5] or monoclinic KY(WO4)2 [6]. During the LPE process, a uniform μm-thick crystalline 
film is grown on flat polished single-crystalline surface along the desired crystallographic 
direction [1]. 

LPE-grown crystalline thin films doped with trivalent rare-earth ions (RE3+) are attractive 
for laser applications. Under certain conditions, they can exhibit a positive refractive index 
contrast with respect to the substrate (e.g., simply due to the introduction of active ions [7] or 
passive (buffer) ones [8] or due to a compositional disorder of the film [9]) resulting in light 
confinement via total internal refraction. This leads to waveguide laser applications of such 
films [10-12]. The latter can also be implemented in microchip [13] or thin-disk [14] lasers 
and amplifiers. 

Among the results reporting the LPE growth of crystalline thin-films for optical 
applications, just few of them concern fluorides. However, RE3+-doped fluoride crystals are 
very suitable for laser applications especially in the near-mid-infrared spectral range, thanks 
to a broad transparency range, low refractive index, low phonon energies, good thermo-
mechanical properties and the ability to accommodate various RE3+ ions showing attractive 
spectroscopic properties. To date, most of the studies concerning the LPE growth of fluorides 
focused on LiYF4 [5,8] and few reports exist also on CaF2 [15,16]. 

Calcium fluoride (CaF2) is a well-known bulk material for fabrication of optical 
components such as lenses or windows. This is due to its broadband transparency (0.13–10 
μm), low refractive index (n ≈ 1.43) [17], as well as good thermal and thermo-mechanical 
properties, namely high thermal conductivity (~9.7 W/mK) [18]. CaF2 is also attractive 
because it can be doped with the RE3+ ions which substitute the Ca2+ ones in the crystal 
structure [19,20], while a charge compensation occurs to compensate the valence difference 
between ions. Moreover, CaF2 can be easily grown by the Czochralski (Cz) method [21], as 
well as by the Bridgman method. 

There exist multiple studies dedicated to the fabrication of undoped crystalline CaF2 thin 
films by using various techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [22], electron beam 
evaporation (EBE) [23], thermal evaporation [24], R.F. magnetron sputtering [25] or pulsed 
laser deposition (PLD) [26] typically on silicon (Si) substrates. This is because of the very 
close lattice parameters of CaF2 and Si, that allows the use of CaF2 as a buffer layer for 
further deposition steps. CaF2 films doped with Er3+ [27], Yb3+ [28] and Pr3+ [29] ions were 
already grown by the MBE method and their optical and spectroscopic properties were 
studied, suggesting the positive refractive index difference with respect to the substrate which 
is needed for waveguiding applications. 

In [15,16], CaF2 films doped with Yb3+ and Tm3+ ions were produced by LPE on CaF2 
substrates using CaCl2 as a solvent. CaCl2 allows the growth of RE3+:CaF2 films in a 
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temperature range from 820 to 875 °C, depending on the molar ratio of CaF2 / CaCl2. 
Nevertheless, this solvent is a hygroscopic salt that is also corrosive for the metallic 
equipment that constitutes the LPE setup. CaCl2 is also volatile at these working temperatures 
and can coat the inner walls of the chamber within a short time (after few days of 
experiments). 

From these considerations, we aimed to demonstrate the LPE growth of high optical 
quality single-crystalline Tm3+:CaF2 thin films by using another solvent, namely LiF, which 
is very promising for further development of LPE-based RE3+-doped CaF2 micro-structures. 

Thulium (Tm3+) ions have been selected because of their intense and broadband emission 
in CaF2 crystals, which is located in the eye-safe spectral range around 2 μm related to the 3F4 
→ 3H6 transition. Tm lasers are of high interest for medicine, spectroscopy and 
environmental sensing [28]. Moreover, the Tm3+:CaF2 crystals have been already recognized 
as suitable gain media for ~2 μm lasers [20,29]. 

 
2. Liquid Phase Epitaxy growth 

For the LPE growth, lithium fluoride (LiF) was used as a solvent to crystallize Tm3+-
doped CaF2 films onto nominally pure (undoped) CaF2 substrate at temperatures lower than 
the melting point of CaF2 (~1418 °C) [21]. Indeed, according to the phase diagram of the 
CaF2–LiF binary system [30] shown in Fig. 1, CaF2 can be grown from a molten solution at 
temperatures lower than 900 °C. Working at the lowest possible temperature is better to avoid 
the damage of the experimental setup and to limit the vaporization of the solvent and thus the 
evolution of the chemical composition of the bath of molten raw materials. A molar 
composition of (65% LiF – 30% CaF2 – 5% TmF3) was chosen corresponding to an expected 
growth temperature of about 850 °C. The molar ratio of TmF3 was fixed to be 5 mol% which 
corresponds to an atomic ratio of 14.3 at.% with respect to Ca. Thulium was introduced in the 
form of TmF3 which was achieved by fluorination of Tm2O3 precursor (purity: 4N). The 
oxide reagent (Tm2O3) presents a better purity and is cheaper than TmF3. The purity of the 
other used raw materials was 99.5% for CaF2 and >99.5% for LiF. 

The experimental LPE setup is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a two-zone vertical tubular 
furnace and a quartz tube used as a growth chamber. A glassy carbon crucible is placed in the 
zone of the furnace that presents the lowest vertical temperature gradient between the bottom 
and the surface of the molten bath. The fluorides at the molten state are very reactive with 
oxygen and moisture to form oxyfluoride compounds that affect the optical quality of the 
RE3+:CaF2 films and modify their spectroscopic properties [31]. For this purpose, the sealed 
chamber has to be in a good secondary vacuum state (pressure: ~10-6 mbar) and then to be 
refilled with Argon gas. 

First, the raw materials were weighted according to the molar composition and they were 
mixed to achieve a homogeneous powder. The crucible containing the batch was then 
introduced into the growth chamber. When a proper vacuum was reached, the crucible was 
heated up to 900 °C (above the melting temperature of the mixture) and kept at this 
temperature during several hours (h); a good homogenization of the melt was obtained thanks 
to a mechanical stirring. Then, the temperature was decreased to be close to the theoretical 
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saturation temperature of ~850 °C. The experimental growth temperature was determined 
empirically by diving test substrates in the molten bath. The substrates used were cut from 
high optical grade undoped CaF2 wafers (CRYSTRAN, Ltd), which were extracted from 
undoped bulk CaF2 crystals grown by using the Czochlalski (Cz) method. The substrates 
were oriented such that the [100] crystallographic axis was orthogonal to their surface. They 
had a thickness of 2.0 mm with a lateral size of ~10×30 mm2. Both surfaces of the substrates 
were polished with a measured surface roughness in the nm-scale (see Section 4.1), as the 
epitaxy process and the crystalline quality of the Tm3+:CaF2 films strongly depend on this 
parameter. After have been cleaned, the prepared substrates were dived vertically in the 
molten bath and rotated at a rate of 10 revolutions per minute (r.p.m.). After completing the 
growth, the sample was slowly removed from the flux and cooled down to room temperature 
(~20 °C). No post-growth annealing was applied to the layers. 

An overview of the fabrication process of single-crystalline Tm3+:CaF2 layers grown onto 
oriented CaF2 substrates is shown in Fig. 3. In our experiments, crack-free transparent 
Tm3+:CaF2 films were obtained over a broad temperature range between 853 °C and 865 °C 
for growth durations between 20 and 60 min. These temperatures are lower than in the 
previous study [16] where Tm3+:CaF2 films were grown by the LPE method using CaCl2 as a 
solvent. The measured thickness of the as-grown films t was in the range 20–120 µm with a 
growth rate of 0.5–2.0 µm/min, depending on the growth temperature and duration. The 
observed film thicknesses are larger than in the previous work (t = 5 μm) [16]. For further 
characterizations, the edge surface of the epitaxies was also polished. 

 
3. Experimental 

The surface morphology of the as-grown Tm3+:CaF2 films was studied in reflection mode 
by using a confocal optical microscope (model Sensofar S-neox) equipped with a blue light-
emitting diode (LED, 405 nm). To characterize the surface roughness of the substrates, the 
same microscope was used in an interferometric mode in the manner to reach the nm-range 
resolution. 

The polished side surface of the epitaxy was observed by using an inversed optical 
polarized microscope (OPTIKA, model XDS-3MET) equipped with a white lamp as an 
illumination source. The observation of the layer / substrate interface was facilitated by the 
refractive index contrast between them and allowed for the thickness measurement of the 
grown films. 

The high resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were measured with a Bruker AXS 
D8 Discover diffractometer using a four-circle goniometer, a line focus Cu X-ray source 
equipped with a Goebel mirror and a Ge (220) double-bounce monochromator providing a 
parallel and monochromatic (Cu Kα1 radiation, λ = 0.15406 nm) incident X-ray beam. A Ge 
(220) crystal analyzer was also used to further limit the scintillator detector acceptance. 
Symmetric 2θ-θ scans and reciprocal space maps (RSM) obtained by taking a series of 2θ-ω 

patterns (±0.5° around the reference) at successive ω values (ω = θ ± Δ; ±0.5° around the 
reference) were recorded. For the RSM representation, the DxTools viewer [32] was used. 
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For the EDX compositional analysis, a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Jeol 6400) 
was used. It was equipped with a tungsten filament thermoelectronic gun and a 10 mm² X-
microanalysis diode (Oxford-instrument). 

The Tm3+ ions in the films were excited with a continuous-wave Ti:Sapphire laser (model 
3900S, Spectra Physics) tuned to ~760 nm. The pump radiation was focused on the sample 
using a spherical lens (f = 50 mm) and the luminescence was collected with another lens and 
an optical fiber. The spectra were measured using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, model 
AQ6375B, Yokogawa) with a resolution of 0.1 nm. The spectral sensitivity of the detection 
system (OSA + fiber) was calibrated using a broadband lamp. 

 
4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Morphology of the films 

The sample described in this Section was produced at a growth temperature of 854 °C for 
45 min. Very similar morphology was observed on other samples. A picture of the substrate 
and of the as-grown Tm3+:CaF2 / CaF2 epitaxy is shown in Fig. 4. The epitaxial layer is 
crack-free, translucent and colorless. The white edge of the grown film is due to the 
remaining LiF solvent. 

The confocal microscope images of the top surface of the as-grown Tm3+:CaF2 film 
captured with the magnifications of 10× and 100× are shown in Fig. 5. The surface is smooth 
but not perfectly flat. Its morphology looks like a hilly landscape in the μm-scale. This can be 
explained by thermo-dynamical considerations: the surface energy of a curved surface is less 
than that of a perfectly flat one. As a result, the growth front takes the more stable 
configuration at the atomic scale during the LPE process. The central part of the film is free 
of parasitic solvent crystallization. 

A 3D-topography of the as-grown Tm3+:CaF2 film surface is achieved by using the 
confocal microscope. Then a 2D-transverse profile along the (AB) cut is extracted and 
presented in Fig. 6(a). By this way, the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness is measured to be 
less than 1 μm, while the transverse width of the hills on the surface is about 10 μm. For 
comparison, we also observed the polished undoped CaF2 substrate, by using the microscope 
in an interferometric configuration, Fig. 6(b), and the measured RMS surface roughness was 
below 2 nm. 

Microscope images of the polished end-facet of the Tm3+:CaF2 / CaF2 epitaxy are shown 
in Fig. 7. The layer / substrate interface is clear and free of cracks and inclusions of other 
phases. The thickness of the grown layer is uniform over the whole part of the substrate 
subjected to LPE. For the studied sample, it is measured to be 39±3 μm. The grown 
Tm3+:CaF2 film appears darker than its substrate due to the refractive index difference Δn 
which is estimated to be around 0.06 at 633 nm (Δn = nfilm – nsubstrate), according to [16]. 
Physically, the increase of the film refractive index with Tm3+ doping is due to the higher 
atomic weight of Tm as compared to Ca. There are no cracks propagating through the film. 
The top surface of the film is not polished and thus appears to be bright because of light 
scattering. 
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4.2. Structure of the films 

The phase purity, the structure and the orientation of the Tm3+:CaF2 films were studied by 
XRD, Fig. 8(a). The measured XRD pattern contains three intense and narrow reflections 
assigned to the (200), (400) and (600) crystallographic planes of cubic CaF2 (fluorite, space 

group O5
h – Fm3m, No. 225). Here, (hkl) are the Miller’s indices. This confirms the good 

crystallinity of the grown film, as well as its orientation orthogonal to the [100] axis, 
consistent with the orientation of the substrate. By zooming on each diffraction peak as 
shown in Fig. 8(b) for the (400) one, we observed that it is splitted in two sub-peaks: one 
narrow and intense sub-peak at higher diffraction angles 2θ corresponding to the CaF2 
substrate and another broader and weaker one at smaller 2θ angles corresponding to the 
Tm3+:CaF2 film. These two sub-peaks are slightly shifted with respect to each other by 2θ 
less than 0.2°. This is due to the difference of lattice parameter a between the CaF2 substrate 
and the Tm3+:CaF2 film. 

In cubic CaF2, the RE3+ ions and, in particular, the Tm3+ ones are replacing the Ca2+ ones. 
Due to the charge difference between the active ions and the host-forming ones, a charge 
compensation mechanism is required. For RE3+:CaF2 grown under oxygen-free conditions, 
the charge neutrality is maintained due to interstitial fluorine anions Fi

– [29,33] according to a 
chemical formula Ca1-xRExF2+x [34]. The predominant dipolar complex is that with a 
tetragonal (C4v) symmetry in which Fi

– occupies a nearest-neighbor (NN) interstitial site. 
Many other configurations, e.g., those with Oh or C3v symmetries, or even cluster sites for 
moderate and high RE3+ concentrations, may appear. This leads to a variety of spectroscopic 
sites for the RE3+ ions and, thus, to broadened absorption and emission bands (a glassy-like 
behavior). To decrease the variety of RE3+ sites, the RE3+:CaF2 crystals can be intentionally 
codoped by univalent alkali cations (Na+, Li+, K+) [35-37] acting as charge compensators and 
introduced in the growth charge in the form of NaF, LiF or KF. Such cations can have 
substitutional (replacing the Ca2+ ions) or interstitial positions near the RE3+ ions [38] 
efficiently forming the RE3+-Na+(Li+) complexes and thus breaking the RE3+ clusters. The 
first described mechanism (relying on Fi

–) is involved in the case of LPE CaF2 thin-films 
grown using the CaCl2 solvent [15,16]. For the CaF2 thin-films grown using the LiF solvent, 
both mechanisms may appear. 

The lattice parameters of the substrate and the film were respectively calculated by 
considering all the observed diffraction peaks to be afilm = 5.4806 Å and asubstrate = 5.4658 Å. 
The difference of these parameters Δa = asubstrate – afilm is equal to –0.0148 Å, corresponding 
to a relative lattice mismatch |Δa/asubstrate| of 0.27%. For the previously studied LPE-grown 
Tm3+-doped thin crystalline films, even lower |Δa/asubstrate| values were achieved, down to 
0.03% for Tm:Y3Al5O12/Y3Al5O12 [10] and 0.05% for Tm:KY1-x-yLuxGdy/KY(WO4)2 [9,12]. 
The grown Tm3+:CaF2 film is subjected to an extension strain (Δa < 0). The experimental 
value of afilm can be compared with the calculated one obtained from the Vegard’s law, 
suggested for Ca1-xTmxF2+x solid solutions with a cubic fluorite-type structure by Sobolev and 
Fedorov [34]. The latter can be applied if the variation of the lattice mismatch with the 
substitution rate is linear, which is the case of Tm3+ ions in CaF2. In this way, afilm was 
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estimated as asubstrate + 0.144·XTm (Å) ≈ 5.4744 Å, where XTm is the actual Tm3+ doping level 
in at.%, which is in a reasonable agreement with the experimental value. 

Physically, the increase of the CaF2 lattice parameter with Tm3+ doping can be explained 
as following. Despite the fact that the ionic radius of Tm3+ (1.13 Å for the VIII-fold F– 
coordination) is smaller than that of Ca2+ (1.26 Å) [39], the introduction of Tm3+ ions in CaF2 
involves interstitial Fi

– anions ensuring the charge compensation. Moreover, the tendency for 
the active ions to form clusters is enhanced by increasing the Tm3+ doping concentration (see 
Section 4.4). Both these factors lead to expansion of the lattice. 

The reciprocal space mapping of the (400) node is shown in Fig. 9(a). It leads to the 
rocking curves for the CaF2 substrate and the Tm3+:CaF2 film plotted in Fig. 9(b). The 
acquisition time for this measurement was 7 h 30 min. The full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) for the two rocking curves is 0.039° and 0.096°, respectively, which reflects the 
very low crystalline mosaicity of the film compared to the substrate, estimated to be ±0.03°. 
In other words, there is a very low local disorientation of the crystalline planes regarding the 
normal to the surface. 

 
4.3. Composition of the films 

The composition of the Tm3+:CaF2 films was investigated by Energy Dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy. At first, a SEM image of the film was captured with a magnification of 100×, 
Fig. 10. It shows a net-like textured surface in agreement with the optical microscopy 
observations. 

A typical EDX spectrum of the Tm3+:CaF2 film is shown in Fig. 11, which confirms the 
presence of host-forming elements (Ca and F) in an atomic ratio close to 1:2, as well as the 
dopant (Tm). The EDX study reveals the presence of traces of other elements such as O, Al 
and Si. The weak concentrations of oxygen and silicon are probably due to evaporation from 
the quartz (SiO2) chamber. A minor amount of oxygen can also come from an imperfect 
sealing of the growth chamber and/or the airlock during the samples exchange. The weak Al 
pollution is probably due to impurities existing in the CaF2 reagent. With the used EDX 
detector, it was not possible to detect such light elements like Li. 

Furthermore, a 2D element mapping based on EDX measurements was performed. The 
results for the Ca, F and Tm elements are shown in Fig. 12 and compared with the 
corresponding SEM image of the analyzed area. The distribution of calcium and fluorine is 
following the hilly morphology of the as-grown surface. The Tm3+ ions are uniformly 
distributed in the film suggesting its good suitability for further spectroscopic studies. 

The actual Tm3+ doping concentration averaged over a large film area was estimated from 
transmission measurements using the previously reported absorption cross-sections of Tm3+ 
ions in CaF2 [29] and the measured thickness of the films to be 6.0±0.5 at.% (with respect to 
Ca). Thus, the segregation coefficient for Tm3+ ions, KTm = XTm(film)/XTm(batch) is ~0.4. 
Note that for bulk Tm3+:CaF2 crystals, this parameter is typically close to the unity, e.g., KTm 
= 1.05 [40]. For the recently studied Yb3+:CaF2 LPE films grown by using the CaCl2 solvent, 
the Yb3+ segregation coefficient was also below the unity [41] which agrees with the results 
of the present work. The possible reason for less than unity segregation coefficients KRE 
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achieved in the LPE experiments is that the growth temperature in this case is much lower 
than during the growth of bulk crystals. 

 
4.4. Luminescence of thulium ions 

The luminescence spectrum of Tm3+ ions in the CaF2 LPE layers is shown in Fig. 13. The 
emission corresponds to the 3F4 → 3H6 transition. The emission band is broad and smooth and 
it spans from 1.55 to 2.15 μm. 

It is known that the RE3+ ions exhibit strong clustering effect in CaF2, when the doping 
concentration is exceeding about 0.1 at.% [29,33]. In the cubic structure of CaF2, the F- 
anions are located at the corners of the lattice cubes. Half of these cubes are occupied by the 
Ca2+ cations while the other half is empty. The RE3+ ions substitute the Ca2+ ones, so that a 
charge compensation is required, as previously noticed. For low Tm3+ concentrations, 
depending on the way that the charge compensation occurs, there exists three main types of 
isolated sites for Tm3+ ions with a different local symmetry (cubic – Oh, tetragonal – C4v or 
trigonal – C3v) [29] and each of these Tm3+ ion sites presents a typical luminescence 
spectrum. For higher Tm3+ concentrations, the fluorescence spectra are mostly determined by 
the emission of Tm3+ clusters. 

For comparison, we have measured the luminescence spectra of several bulk Tm3+:CaF2 
crystals doped with 0.1, 0.5 and 4.7 at.% Tm3+, as shown in Fig. 13. For the crystal with the 
lowest Tm3+ doping (containing predominantly isolated ions), the spectrum exhibits two 
distinct emission peaks in the short-wavelength part centered at 1605 and 1663 nm. The 
FWHM of the whole spectrum is 157 nm. The crystal with the highest studied Tm3+ doping 
(for which the clustering is already strong), exhibits red-shifted peaks at 1612 and 1668 nm 
and a slightly narrower spectrum (FWHM = 147 nm) indicating the crystal-field change. 

The luminescence spectrum of the Tm3+:CaF2 film is similar to that obtained for highly 
doped bulk crystal but it is broader (FWHM = 180 nm). This indicates that Tm3+ clusters are 
likely formed in the film while the exact nature of the luminescent centers needs to be further 
clarified by low-temperature spectroscopy or high-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM) [42]. Regarding the predominant charge compensation mechanism (cf. 
Section 4.2), it seems that the interstitial Fi

– anions play a key role in formation of the cluster 
sites. Indeed, in the presence of Li+, the Tm3+ clusters would be efficiently broken which is 
not observed in Fig. 13. 

In our previous study of the Yb3+:CaF2 film grown by the LPE method using CaCl2 as a 
solvent, a key role of oxygen-assisted sites in the Yb3+ luminescence was revealed [41]. To 
identify their possible effect on the grown Tm3+:CaF2 film, we have also studied a bulk 
Tm3+:CaF2 crystal with an oxyfluoride phase (i.e., grown in an oxygen enriched atmosphere), 
see Fig. 13. The measured spectrum is clearly different from that of the Tm3+:CaF2 film, 
suggesting that the fraction of Tm3+ ions in oxygen-assisted sites is rather low. 

The broadband emission behavior of Tm3+ ions and the positive refractive index contrast 
between the film and the substrate indicate the high suitability of Tm3+:CaF2 thin films for 
waveguide laser operation. Obviously, to ensure this, the top surface of the film should be 
additionally polished to reduce the waveguide propagation losses. 
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5. Conclusions 

We demonstrate for the first time the suitability of the binary system CaF2-LiF (with CaF2 
/ LiF acting as a solute / solvent, respectively) for the Liquid Phase Epitaxy of single-
crystalline rare-earth-doped CaF2 thin films. The LiF solvent is not corrosive and it allows to 
obtain crack-free thin films with a good reproducibility in a broad range of growth 
temperatures. 

Crystalline thin films of ~6 at.% Tm3+:CaF2 with a thickness of 20–120 μm were grown 
onto (100) oriented undoped bulk CaF2 substrates with growth rates of 0.5–2.0 µm/min, 
depending on the growth temperature (853–865 °C) and duration (20–60 min). The as-grown 
films exhibited low RMS surface roughness of about 1 μm, uniform thickness and very low 
mosaicity as confirmed by confocal microscopy, XRD and SEM. The Tm3+ ions were 
uniformly distributed in the films, according to the EDX-based elementary mapping. 
Moderate to high Tm3+ doping concentrations are accessible in the films which is attractive 
for laser applications. The films exhibit broadband Tm3+ luminescence at ~2 μm which is 
probably assigned to Tm3+ clusters and the emission bandwidth for the films is slightly 
broader than that for corresponding bulk crystals. 

The proposed LPE growth approach based on selecting LiF as a solvent, together with the 
good thermal properties of CaF2, are promising for further laser applications of RE3+-doped 
CaF2 thin films. 
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List of figure captions 

 
Fig. 1. Phase diagram of the binary CaF2-LiF system, (s) stands for solid phase. 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental set-up for Liquid Phase Epitaxy growth of Tm3+:CaF2 thin-
films on undoped CaF2 substrates. 

 
Fig. 3. Scheme of fabrication of single-crystalline Tm3+:CaF2 thin films on (100)-
oriented undoped CaF2 substrates. Cz – Czochralski growth method. 

 
Fig. 4. Observation of the raw surface (top view) of an LPE grown Tm3+:CaF2 
film using a confocal optical microscope in the bright-field: the objective 
magnification is (a) ×10 and (b) ×100, λ = 405 nm. 

 
Fig. 5. Observation of the raw surface (top view) of an LPE grown Tm3+:CaF2 
film using a confocal optical microscope in the bright-field: the objective 
magnification is (a) ×10 and (b) ×100, λ = 405 nm. 

 
Fig. 6. Surface roughness plot for the as-grown Tm3+:CaF2 LPE film: blue lines 
indicate the range of root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of the roughness, arrows 
indicate positions of the hills and valleys; inset shows the corresponding 
topography map measured using a confocal optical microscope, A-B is the 
analyzed direction, λ = 405 nm. 

 
Fig. 7. (a,b) Optical microscope images of the polished end-facet of the 
Tm3+:CaF2 / CaF2 epitaxy. 

 
Fig. 8. (a,b) High resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for the Tm3+:CaF2 / 
CaF2 epitaxy: (a) the range of the diffraction angles 2θ = 20–120°, (b) a detailed 
view on the (400) reflection; (hkl) are the Miller’s indices for cubic CaF2. Blue 

vertical lines in (a) – theoretical peaks for bulk powder CaF2. 
 

Fig. 9. (a) Reciprocal space mapping of the (400) node for the Tm3+:CaF2 / CaF2 
epitaxy; (b) rocking curve of the (400) node of the LPE Tm3+:CaF2 film. 

 
Fig. 10. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of the raw surface (top 
view) of an LPE grown Tm3+:CaF2 film. The magnification is 100x. 

 
Fig. 11. Typical EDX spectrum of the LPE grown Tm3+:CaF2 film. 
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Fig. 12. (a) SEM image and (b-d) the corresponding EDX element mapping of 
the LPE grown Tm3+:CaF2 film: (b) Ca Kα1 line, (c) F Kα1,2 lines, (d) Tm Lα1 
line. Brighter colors represent higher element amounts. 

 
Fig. 13. Luminescence spectrum of Tm3+ ions in the LPE grown ~6 at.% 
Tm3+:CaF2 layers (3F4 → 3H6 transition). The spectra for bulk Tm3+:CaF2 crystals 
with different Tm3+ doping levels, as well as with a presence of the oxyfluoride 
phase are given for comparison. The excitation wavelength is 765 nm. 

 






























